
Welcome to the world of 
Calleija, where beauty, 

colour and design 
rewrite the rule book.



True artistry seeks to enhance the beauty of its subject, neither detracting 
from nor altering its inherent magnificence, but rather bringing it to life. At 
Calleija, we are entrusted to take these amazing works of nature’s art along 
their precious journey, a responsibility we don’t take lightly. We call it the 
last three feet. This is where special memories are created. As Designers 
and Master Jewellers, we are honoured to create bespoke masterpieces to 
present to their new custodians. The joy these jewels bring are moments to be 
cherished, with new chapters ahead of them yet to be told.

At Calleija we take great pride in our role in these remarkable journeys.

A Calleija design is a deeply personal creation, both for the wearer and for 
the Master Jeweller who brings it to life. Each design is crafted by blending 
traditional jewellery-making techniques and contemporary artistry, to result 
in an exceptional bejewelled creation. We delight in working with our clientele 
to create bespoke pieces which reflect the wearer’s individual style and will be 
treasured for generations to come. 

We invite you to visit our artisan workshops at our Marina Mirage, Gold Coast, 
or Mayfair, London, boutiques - where you’ll be able to witness Calleija’s 
award-winning Master Jewellers at work. Or visit our Sydney boutique in 
Martin Place and view the mesmerising detail of our exquisite Calleija jewels.

John Calleija

O D E TA

Light radiates from this unique and magical gem, inspired by the 
ocean herself. At Odeta’s heart is an astonishing and impossibly 
rare 2.70ct Fancy Light Blue Pear Shape Diamond surrounded 

by Pink Diamonds, the stunning colour luring admirers into its 
endless depths. A true masterpiece and gift from nature.
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Calleija is one of the few jewellers in the world appointed as an 
Argyle Pink Diamond Select Atelier. This coveted title affords us the 
opportunity to attend the invitation-only Argyle Diamond Tender 
and to acquire these rare diamonds directly from the source.

These rarest of diamonds, hailing from Western Australia’s remote 
Kimberley region, range in shades from blush pinks to purplish 
pinks and, yet rarer still, the remarkable blues and reds.  
Calleija is renowned for designing the most extraordinary Argyle 
Pink Diamond jewellery, and each year creates ground-breaking 
new designs inspired by the brilliant hues of these gems.  
Clientele come from around the world to view the unique works of 
art showcased within our boutiques, or to work closely with our 
Master Jewellers to create their own bespoke piece.

 Calleija is dedicated not only to design excellence and  
exceptional craftsmanship, but to maintaining the integrity of 
these much-admired diamonds by ensuring their ethical trade. 
The Argyle Diamond Mine will cease production in just a few short 
years, meaning these jewels are steadily becoming rarer and 
more collectible. To own an Argyle Pink Diamond from Calleija is 
to capture a moment in time, and possess a piece of Australian 
history. Visit one of our boutiques to choose or design your own 
unique Pink Diamond creation, to gift to someone you love or add 
to your own collection.
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OMAIRA

Like a star captured in the first rays of dawn’s light, Omaira 
radiates light and unique beauty. Featuring a breathtakingly rare 
1.55ct Argyle Pink Tender Diamond, this timeless heirloom is to 

be treasured now and for all days to come.
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MARILLA

With beauty like the light of the shining sea, Marilla holds  
an exquisite 3.45ct Pear Shape Diamond, glistening brightly 

between two Argyle Pink Diamonds which complement  
and illuminate her inner natural beauty.
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ARTEMIS

Inspired by the classics of Art Deco, Artemis is captivating with 
her central 0.58ct Argyle Pink Emerald Cut Diamond and two Blue 
Trilliant Cut Diamonds. A true work of timeless art, like the Greek 

Goddess of the Moon herself.
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At Camilah’s heart lays a 0.86ct Fancy Intense Purplish Pink Argyle 
Diamond nestled amongst a divine halo of Argyle Pink Diamonds, 

White Diamonds and Rose Gold. A heart of rare beauty, purity  
and light, Camilah is a promise of everlasting love.

CAMILAH



VENILIA

Venilia’s brilliance represents the tranquillity and beauty of sea  
and the winds. Her centrepiece, embraced by Argyle Pink and Blue 

Diamonds, holds the compelling allure and iconic beauty  
of a 1.51ct Argyle Round Brilliant Cut White Diamond.
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INARA

A heaven-sent ray of light, the enchanting Inara incorporates 
intermingling rare Argyle Blue and Pink Diamonds, glistening 

through swirls of Platinum and 18ct Rose Gold. Perfectly mastered 
craftsmanship by the Master Jewellers of Calleija.
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A timeless tradition, the gifting of a diamond upon that most 
special of moments – the engagement – is a gesture that two 
lovers will remember for the rest of their lives. It is only fitting 
then, that the ring chosen for the occasion should represent the 
unique and passionate bond you share. 

An engagement ring from Calleija represents the highest level 
of quality craftsmanship and an unrivalled excellence in design. 
Each Calleija design emerges on the page as a work of art, first 
and foremost. This design is then brought to life by Calleija’s 
Master Jewellers with carefully chosen gems to customise this 
most personal of jewels. Calleija offers you the opportunity to 
work alongside our artists to design a one-of-a-kind ring for your 
beloved; one as individual and remarkable as they are. 

Complement the perfect proposal and a promise of everlasting 
love with a breathtaking Calleija engagement ring.

Engaging Brilliance
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Mesmerising in the detail this most beautiful creation features a full 
halo of precious Arygle Pink Diamonds showcasing a dazzling  

5.06ct Emerald Cut Diamond. True to her namesake, Arinna radiates 
the brilliance of the sun like no other jewel.

ARINNA



EVELINE

Splendid in the delicate details, strength and beauty  
that she beholds, Eveline is home to a magnificent 5.06 Emerald Cut 

Diamond. A classic jewel to appreciate now  
and for generations to come.

COLESHA

Lover of light and beauty, Colesha’s  
elegance and refinement allows the sheer brilliance of her  

5.50ct Round Brilliant Cut Diamond to shine through a  
halo of diamonds set in 18ct Rose Gold.
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CHAYANNE

Chayanne has a refined beauty, masterful in her creation,  
allowing her 2.52ct Round Brilliant Diamond to take centre stage. 

Designed and crafted to take the traditional  
solitaire to new heights.
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The astonishing beauty of precious gems  

gives me the desire to express myself through 

the splendour of jewellery.

MORGANE

At the heart of Morgane lies a divine 7.01ct Emerald Cut Diamond 
crafted within a Platinum and White Diamond band, shining as 

brightly as the moon’s reflection in a calm and tranquil sea.

John Calleija
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MEIRA

A beautiful sentiment of loves light everlasting, 
Meira is home to a stunning 3ct Oval Cut Diamond surrounded  

by a halo of rare Argyle Pink Round Brilliant Cut Diamonds.
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John Calleija has dedicated his life’s work to being at the cutting 
edge of contemporary design whilst holding in high regard the 
traditional techniques and quality craftsmanship of his trade. 
Never content to simply conform to the status quo, John dreamed 
of creating a mesmerising, unique and exclusive diamond inspired 
by the traditional cushion cut diamond. John dedicated over two 
years to perfecting a diamond which embodies the brilliance and 
elegance of this traditional cut and yet exudes a soft femininity 
and grace within the cushion cut’s distinctive features. 

The result is Calleija’s Glacier® Diamond, a triumph in innovation 
and creativity. Each Glacier® Diamond is numbered  
and can be laser inscribed with a private and personalised 
message for the wearer.  
 
Celebrate those precious moments with a diamond like no other. 
The Glacier Diamond - exclusive to Calleija.
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ZELENIA

Zelenia, the Moon Goddess, embraces the classic Calleija  
4.32ct Glacier® Cut Diamond with a band of tapered Baguette Cut 
Diamonds and rare Argyle Pink Diamonds, creating a spectacular 

show of lunar light.
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The sweeping curves of this captivating ring reflect the journey of life 
and the paths we choose to take. Created for you to personalise with 
your own selection of gems and precious metals, the Journey Ring 

can be crafted in Platinum, 18ct White, Yellow, or Rose Gold  
to celebrate the special moments in your life.   

The Journey Ring - a design as individual as you.

THE JOURNEY RING
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ORIANE

Captivating in her splendour, Oriane’s centre 3ct Princess Cut Diamond 
is embraced lovingly with fine Argyle Pink and White Diamonds.  

A name given to her that reflects the dawning light; a beauty that will 
continue to be appreciated today and evermore.
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A chance encounter between two creative spirits would see  
the forging of a unique design partnership. The dynamic, fearless 
spirit of Zara Phillips MBE and the artistry of Calleija have come 
together to shape a collection perfectly befitting the versatile, 
modern woman. 

This unique collaboration is the result of a shared passion 
for contemporary design and a high regard for traditional 
craftsmanship and quality. The Zara Phillips Collection by Calleija 
is characterised by powerful silhouettes and captivating contours, 
while remaining effortlessly stylish. 

The enduring practicality and timeless elegance of the Saddle 
Suite and Coronet Suite collections are testament to true artistry. 
Calleija’s exceptional regard for detail pairs beautifully with  
Zara’s determination, bringing a compelling range of jewels for 
today’s woman. 



Calleija’s love affair with spectacular gemstones incorporates much 
more than the exquisite White and Pink Diamonds we are renowned 
for. Coloured diamonds and gemstones play a starring role in some 
of Calleija’s most spellbinding creations. From the deep hues of Muzo 
Emeralds, to brilliant Sapphires, Rubies, Tourmalines and even the 
captivating and unusual Aquamarines and Morganites; our unique and 
rare collection of coloured gems are carefully and ethically sourced to 
create distinctively magnificent jewellery, as individual as the wearer.

Paired with White Gold, Rose Gold, and Platinum, these striking gems 
are masterfully crafted into some of Calleija’s most bold and eye-catching 
designs. Whether imagining a one-of-a-kind gift for that special someone 
or creating your own unique jewel, we delight in designing bespoke 
works of art with these vibrant and iridescent gems, to help you create an 
heirloom to be cherished for a lifetime.

Colour
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LUCETTE

Ablaze with a 4.51ct Fancy Intense Yellow Emerald Cut Diamond  
and surrounded by a dazzling border of Round Brilliant Cut 

Diamonds, Lucette radiates with the intensity of the sun from every 
angle, illuminating the hearts of all who witness her brilliance.

When precious gems meet beautiful design 

and craftsmanship, they becomes timeless.

John Calleija



AAYLAH

Perfectly crafted by the Master Jewellers at Calleija, Aaylah glows  
with glorious warmth and intensity from within  

her 2.92ct Oval Cut Golden Sapphire.
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Resplendent with a 9.12ct Cabochon Cut Oval Green Tourmaline,  
the depth of Behira’s beauty is highlighted by cascading tiers  

of Argyle Pink and White Diamonds.

BEHIRA
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MUZO EMERALD COLOMBIA COLLECTION

Famed for their deep and enchanting green hues, emeralds have 
captured our imaginations for generations.

Calleija are proud to unveil a magnificient collaboration between 
Argyle Pink Diamonds and the remarkable Muzo Colombian 
Emeralds. These incredible emeralds are found in the Muzo mine 
of Boyacá, Colombia and are the most precious of emeralds.  
Highly sought-after owing to their intense shades and near-perfect 
composition, Muzo Colombian Emeralds are captivating in their 
brilliance and colour.

Pairing the rarity of Argyle Pink Diamonds with the majesty 
of Muzo Emeralds, these unique jewels are crafted to become 
treasured heirlooms, destined to be as adored and enjoyed by 
generations to come as they are by their present-day custodians.
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ZARIYA

Wonderfully luminous and versatile, these detachable Briolette Drop 
Morganite and Diamond Earrings can be interchanged with a unique 

centre to suit any special occasion.
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MARIZA

Incredible natural beauty abounds from within the 6.37ct Unheated 
Madagascan Blue Sapphire at the heart of Mariza. Surrounded  

by White Diamonds she is exotic in her depth of colour,  
as only the most beautiful of Sapphires can be.

What keeps me designing is the happiness 

on a person’s face when they receive  

a Calleija jewel.

John Calleija



As if from the sea herself, Adria’s dark and mesmerising centre is a 
3.15ct Marquise Cut Aquamarine surrounded by the luminosity of 

sixty-two exquisite Round Brilliant Cut White Diamonds.

ADRIA SANA

Pear shaped diamonds point to North, South, East and West, 
radiating brilliance and clarity from the rich natural beauty of a 
1.50ct Unheated Ruby, brought to life by Calleija design artistry.
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OLENA

Contemporary, distinctive and bold in her design, the Olena Cocktail 
Ring features a remarkable 30.04ct Princess Cut Green Beryl.  

A unique bearer of light that is her namesake.
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*The ‘No Loss’ Diamond Upgrade Policy only applies to diamond jewellery purchased from Calleija with a minimum carat 
weight of 0.25cts per diamond. The diamond must be in perfect condition and must be approved by our gemmologist for 
authenticity. The new purchase must be at least 50% greater in value than the piece being traded in. The full purchase 
price paid for the original will be deducted from the price of the new piece. **A payment option which enables you to 
secure your desired Calleija creation by making regular scheduled payments for up to a two year period. All  jewellery, 
items, concepts and designs (materials) shown herein are the intellectual property of Calleija Investments (QLD) Pty Ltd 
ACN 140 380 570, and are subject to copyright, design and trademark protection. Any unauthorised copying of Calleija 
materials is expressly prohibited and shall result in an action for infringement and/or claim for damages against the 
offending jeweller or insurance company for a breach of the Copyright Act 1968 No. 63 of 1968, Trademarks Act 1995, Act 
No. 119 of 1995, Trade Practices Act, Act No. 51 of 1974. Any unauthorised use of this brochure including offering to copy any 
item or represent that you are authorised to sell, reproduce or otherwise copy the jewellery, designs or material is a false 
misrepresentation and shall be prosecuted.  Glacier® is the registered trademark of Calleija Investments (QLD) Pty Ltd ACN 
140 380 570. WARNING: All materials in this publication are Copyright 2019 Calleija Investments (QLD) Pty Ltd ACN 140 
380 570. Each Calleija creation crafted with natural gemstones therefore colours may vary from the images shown. Designs 
covered by Australian and International Copyright Laws. Prices are subject to change.

International Award Winning Bespoke Designers

GST and VAT free for overseas travellers

Unique Diamond Upgrade Policy*

Two Year Lay-by Available**

30 day Refund Policy – excludes custom orders

Lifetime Warranty on all Calleija-made Pieces

Lifetime Complimentary Clean and Check

Expert Repair and Restoration Service

Secure National and International Delivery

Insurance Quotes

Redesign Service Available

Jewellery Valuations

OUR FLAWLESS SERVICE

AUSTRALIA

UNITED KINGDOM

CALLEIJA.COM

SYDNEY 
The Westin, No.1 Martin Place

Sydney NSW 2000 
+61 (0)2 9233 6661   sydney@calleija.com.au

GOLD COAST 
Marina Mirage, Seaworld Drive 

Main Beach QLD 4217 
+61 (0)7 5528 3666   mirage@calleija.com.au

MELBOURNE 
By Appointment.

LONDON 
No.7 The Royal Arcade 

Albermarle Street Entrance  
28 Old Bond Street 
Mayfair W1S 4SG 

+44 (0)20 7499 8490   london@calleija.com




